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Example :

60 seconds = 1 minutes

120 seconds = __________ minutes

120 seconds =

= 2 minutes

Convert the following seconds to minutes

1) 420 seconds  = 

Work space

minutes

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

120 seconds

60 seconds

12060

2

120

0

960 seconds  = minutes

660 seconds  = minutes

480 seconds  = minutes

240 seconds  = minutes

900 seconds  = minutes

540 seconds  = minutes

720 seconds  = minutes

360 seconds  = minutes

600 seconds  = minutes

Minutes and Seconds
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Minutes and Seconds

Answer key
SML1S1

Example :

60 seconds = 1 minutes

120 seconds = __________ minutes

120 seconds =

= 2 minutes

Convert the following seconds to minutes

1) 420 seconds  = 

Work space

minutes

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

7

120 seconds

60 seconds

12060

2

120

0

960 seconds  = minutes16

660 seconds  = minutes11

480 seconds  = minutes8

240 seconds  = minutes4

900 seconds  = minutes15

540 seconds  = minutes9

720 seconds  = minutes12

360 seconds  = minutes6

600 seconds  = minutes10
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Example :

60 seconds = 1 minutes

120 seconds = __________ minutes

120 seconds =

= 2 minutes

Convert the following seconds to minutes

1) 780 seconds  = 

Work space

minutes

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

120 seconds

60 seconds

12060

2

120

0

600 seconds  = minutes

720 seconds  = minutes

540 seconds  = minutes

180 seconds  = minutes

420 seconds  = minutes

660 seconds  = minutes

300 seconds  = minutes

480 seconds  = minutes

840 seconds  = minutes

Minutes and Seconds
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Minutes and Seconds

Answer key
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Example :

60 seconds = 1 minutes

120 seconds = __________ minutes

120 seconds =

= 2 minutes

Convert the following seconds to minutes

1) 780 seconds  = 

Work space

minutes

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

13

120 seconds

60 seconds

12060

2

120

0

600 seconds  = minutes10

720 seconds  = minutes12

540 seconds  = minutes9

180 seconds  = minutes3

420 seconds  = minutes7

660 seconds  = minutes11

300 seconds  = minutes5

480 seconds  = minutes8

840 seconds  = minutes14
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Minutes and Seconds
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Example :

60 seconds = 1 minutes

120 seconds = __________ minutes

120 seconds =

= 2 minutes

Convert the following seconds to minutes

1) 840 seconds  = 

Work space

minutes

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

120 seconds

60 seconds

12060

2

120

0

420 seconds  = minutes

180 seconds  = minutes

900 seconds  = minutes

360 seconds  = minutes

480 seconds  = minutes

600 seconds  = minutes

240 seconds  = minutes

780 seconds  = minutes

660 seconds  = minutes
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Minutes and Seconds

Answer key
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Example :

60 seconds = 1 minutes

120 seconds = __________ minutes

120 seconds =

= 2 minutes

Convert the following seconds to minutes

1) 840 seconds  = 

Work space

minutes

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

10)

14

120 seconds

60 seconds

12060

2

120

0

420 seconds  = minutes7

180 seconds  = minutes3

900 seconds  = minutes15

360 seconds  = minutes6

480 seconds  = minutes8

600 seconds  = minutes10

240 seconds  = minutes4

780 seconds  = minutes13

660 seconds  = minutes11
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